
WHY MMA FIGHTING SHOULD BE LEGAL

Voice your opinion on whether Mixed Martial Arts should be legal. Participate in People all over the world love to watch
MMA and other fighting sports. People.

Moreover, a ban would not limit mainstream exposure to the sport given that highly publicised fights would
continue to take place in other jurisdictions. He slumps to a sitting position and then sideways towards the
canvas. It cannot be ethical that MMA promoters sit comfortably on the sidelines counting their money while
participants risk paying the ultimate price in the name of entertainment. An article six years later in the Journal
of the American Medical Association, entitled Why physicians should oppose boxing: an interdisciplinary
history perspective, was equally damning. They go into the contest with better training and resources, and the
odds in their favour, believing that will be enough to win the day. So often we hear calls that these bloodsport
bouts should have been stopped several rounds earlier â€” but it is a bit late when a young man has lost his
life. Somehow, New York State disagrees with me. In a boxing ring or cage, hundreds of onlookers cheer
them on. It is that aspect of the sport, one man struggling and helpless on the canvas and the other on top
punching him again and again and again that makes it less a privilege of watching talented athletes and more
an episode of cage pornography. Everyone understands how agonising it is for a family to wait by the hospital
bedside of their loved one, hoping and praying they will regain consciousness. The group of fighters in the
house were complaining that they had to fight each other. Ward cannot be blamed any more than the
organisers, the promoters, the officials, Dublin city for permitting it to take place or the fans that pay to watch.
It both promotes and glamorise violence amongst the youth. Lawyers could learn a lot from MMA fighters.
These bodies are responsible for setting minimum rules for what is permitted in fights, as well as supervising
bouts, ensuring that appropriate systems are in place in case of medical emergencies, and ensuring that
referees and other officials have met certain regulatory standards. But this concept â€” the inherent intent to
harm another person stemming from the rules or objectives of a sport â€” also applies to boxing, which is legal
in New York. Ward senses his opportunity and falls on to him. The police would be called and the fighters
arrested. Is it civilised to celebrate aggression? Even with its recent surge in popularity, MMA is stigmatized
because of the variety of strikes involved, the lack of padding on the gloves, and striking an opponent on the
ground. Carvalho slumps down by the side of the ring. Who would win a bout between a striker and a
grappler? If prohibiting the sport makes it even more dangerous, and as a society we want our laws to be clear,
legalisation through regulation may be the best option. MMA is, quite simply, the purest and cleanest version
of the oldest sport in the world â€” hand-to-hand combat. They are training together every day. Fighters and
lawyers need to be tough, durable and resilient.


